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Abstract

Energy harvesting enables novel devices and applications without batteries, but intermittent operation under energy harvesting poses new challenges to memory consistency that threaten to leave applications in failed states not reachable in continuous execution. This paper presents analytical models that aid in reasoning about intermittence. Using these, we develop DINO (Death Is Not an Option), a programming and execution model that simplifies programming for intermittent systems and ensures volatile and nonvolatile data consistency despite near-constant interruptions. DINO is the first system to address these consistency problems in the context of intermittent execution. We evaluate DINO on three energy-harvesting hardware platforms running different applications. The applications fail and exhibit error without DINO, but run correctly with DINO’s modest 1.8–2.7× run-time overhead. DINO also dramatically simplifies programming, reducing the set of possible failure-related control transfers by 5–9×.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.3 [Special-purpose and application-based systems]: Real-time and embedded systems; D.4.5 [Reliability]: Checkpoint/restart

Keywords Intermittent computing

1. Introduction

Increasing energy efficiency has lowered the energy cost of computation so far that general-purpose microcontrollers can operate solely on energy they can scavenge from their surroundings [14, 25]. Unlike traditional machines with tethered power or batteries, energy-harvesting computers boot quickly from tiny energy buffers and operate intermittently. Execution can be interrupted by a power failure at any point.

Early prototypes of intermittently powered computers acted as programmable, sensor-laden RFID tags and used on-chip flash memory for program storage [31]. Subsequent efforts built applications such as handshake authentication [10], computer vision [40], user interaction [36], and data logging [38, 39]. These applications largely avoided using flash because of its unwieldy erase–write semantics, write latency that is orders of magnitude slower than RAM, limited durability, and high voltage requirements [30, 33]. Emerging nonvolatile memories ease the burden of on-chip persistent storage for microcontrollers. Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) in production chips offers convenience, speed, durability, and energy characteristics closer to those of RAM [34]. Programmers can use memory-mapped FRAM to store variables that will survive power failures. Recent work noted that fast, accessible nonvolatile storage can simplify programming models by abstracting process lifecycles and working sets [4, 8], appearing to the programmer to offer persistence “for free.”

This paper demonstrates that intermittent execution will thwart programmers tempted by “free” or cheap persistence. Embedded ISAs and compilers do not distinguish between writes to nonvolatile and volatile memory, exposing simple load/store interfaces that assume the programmer will use hardware correctly—and leaving programs responsible for data consistency. Under intermittent execution on real hardware platforms, partially executed code and repeated code result in consistency violations that can break program invariants or corrupt outputs. Power failures at arbitrary times introduce implicit control flow that stymies automated analysis and complicate programmer reasoning. Worse, sudden power failures can lead to program states that are unreachable in any continuous execution, rendering embedded systems unsafe or unusable.

This paper presents DINO (Death Is Not an Option), a new programming and execution model that addresses the challenges posed above. In DINO’s programming model, programmers insert task boundaries to subdivide long-running computations into semantically meaningful shorter tasks, such as sampling a sensor or manipulating an important buffer. Tasks are dynamically formed spans of instructions between task boundaries. Tasks have well-defined transactional semantics: the program’s state at a task boundary is guaranteed to be consistent with the completed execution of the task that preceded it. In contrast to software transactional memories (STMs) that clearly distinguish operations protected by transactional semantics, write latency that is orders of magnitude slower than RAM, limited durability, and high voltage requirements [30, 33].

Emerging nonvolatile memories ease the burden of on-chip persistent storage for microcontrollers. Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) in production chips offers convenience, speed, durability, and energy characteristics closer to those of RAM [34]. Programmers can use memory-mapped FRAM to store variables that will survive power failures. Recent work noted that fast, accessible nonvolatile storage can simplify programming models by abstracting process lifecycles and working sets [4, 8], appearing to the programmer to offer persistence “for free.”

This paper demonstrates that intermittent execution will thwart programmers tempted by “free” or cheap persistence. Embedded ISAs and compilers do not distinguish between writes to nonvolatile and volatile memory, exposing simple load/store interfaces that assume the programmer will use hardware correctly—and leaving programs responsible for data consistency. Under intermittent execution on real hardware platforms, partially executed code and repeated code result in consistency violations that can break program invariants or corrupt outputs. Power failures at arbitrary times introduce implicit control flow that stymies automated analysis and complicate programmer reasoning. Worse, sudden power failures can lead to program states that are unreachable in any continuous execution, rendering embedded systems unsafe or unusable.

This paper presents DINO (Death Is Not an Option), a new programming and execution model that addresses the challenges posed above. In DINO’s programming model, programmers insert task boundaries to subdivide long-running computations into semantically meaningful shorter tasks, such as sampling a sensor or manipulating an important buffer. Tasks are dynamically formed spans of instructions between task boundaries. Tasks have well-defined transactional semantics: the program’s state at a task boundary is guaranteed to be consistent with the completed execution of the task that preceded it. In contrast to software transactional memories (STMs) that clearly distinguish operations protected by transactions, in DINO every instruction executes in a transaction.

To support this programming model, DINO’s execution model uses judicious checkpointing and recovery that tracks volatile and nonvolatile state. This approach is unlike previous systems that track only volatile state and permit consistency violations involving nonvolatile state [16, 28]. By executing all instructions in transactional tasks, DINO guarantees that intermittent execution behavior is equivalent to continuous execution behavior. This guarantee simplifies programming by eliminating potential failure-induced control transfers. When a failure occurs, execution simply resumes at the task boundary that began the current task.
This paper makes the following contributions:

- We define the \textit{Intermittent Execution Model} and present two ways to model intermittence, namely as concurrency and control flow. We use both models to characterize, for the first time, several problems that threaten application consistency on intermittently powered embedded devices.
- We resolve these problems with the DINO programming and execution model, which provides task-based programming and task-atomic execution to avoid consistency violations under intermittent power.
- We evaluate a working prototype of DINO, including a compiler and runtime system for embedded energy-harvesting platforms. We evaluate DINO on diverse real systems and applications and show that DINO provides its guarantees effectively and efficiently.

2. \textbf{Intermittent Execution: Key Challenges}

Intermittent execution presents fundamental, unsolved challenges to programmers of energy-harvesting systems that have volatile and nonvolatile state. This work’s goal is to address these challenges and provide a reliable, intuitive foundation for such systems. This section describes an \textit{intermittent execution model} to facilitate reasoning about programs on intermittently powered devices. It formalizes and enriches the implicit model of previous work [6, 16, 28] and explains with an example why prior approaches relying only on dynamic checkpointing are insufficient to prevent consistency violations. We then present two equivalent models for reasoning about intermittence: one that connects intermittence to concurrency and one that frames intermittence as a control-flow problem. We use the models to illustrate how intermittence can lead to inconsistent memory states that cannot occur in any continuous execution.

2.1 \textbf{The Intermittent Execution Model}

This work is premised on an intermittently powered hardware platform with volatile and nonvolatile memory, e.g., TI’s Wolverine [34]. As on other embedded systems, there is no OS; the program has full access to all addresses and peripherals. The platform runs on harvested energy held in a small buffer that smooths fluctuations; it does not spend precious energy charging a battery. Section 6 describes three systems that fit this description.

The \textit{intermittent execution model} describes the behavior of devices in this class. Figure 1 uses an example to contrast intermittence with conventional execution. An intermittent execution of a program is composed of periods of sequential execution interrupted by reboots. A key difference between an intermittent execution and a continuous one is that a reboot is not the end of an intermittent execution. Between reboots, instructions execute sequentially, as in a standard execution model. A reboot may occur before, during, or after any instruction. Rebooting has two effects on execution: all volatile memory is cleared, and control returns to the entry point of \texttt{main()}. Nonvolatile state retains its contents across reboots. Periods of execution are on the order of a few hundred to a few thousand machine instructions, in line with the intermittence characteristics of prototype intermittently powered devices [6, 16, 28, 31, 40]. Thus, failures are the common case in intermittent execution.

2.1.1 \textbf{Periodic Dynamic Checkpointing}

Recent efforts used \textit{periodic dynamic checkpointing} [16, 28] to foster computational progress despite intermittent execution. Dynamic analysis determines when to copy the execution context—registers and some parts of volatile memory—to a reserved area in non-volatile memory. After a reboot, execution resumes at the checkpoint rather than \texttt{main()}.

\textbf{Checkpointing is insufficient.} Dynamic checkpointing enables progress and ensures correctness for programs that use only volatile state. However, past work does not address two problems that are fundamental to the intermittent execution model. The first problem is that dynamic checkpoints are opaque and implicit: a programmer or static program analysis is forced to guess where execution will resume after a reboot, and every instruction that can execute is a candidate. Inferring the set of possible resumption states requires complex reasoning about many program scopes and functions. Non-idempotent operations, like I/O and nonvolatile memory accesses, may be unpredictably repeated or partially completed. Under dynamic checkpointing alone, these factors confound analysis by programmers and compilers.

The second fundamental problem is that, despite its persistence, nonvolatile memory does not necessarily remain consistent across reboots—potentially leaving it in a state that is \textit{not permitted by any continuous execution}. Errors from partial or repeated execution can accumulate in nonvolatile memory, with results ranging from data-structure corruption to buffer overflows. Such problems may occur even in code that is correct under continuous execution. The potential for memory inconsistency forces the programmer to manually and onerously reason about, check, and enforce consistency wherever nonvolatile data is accessed.
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\caption{Intermittence causes surprising failures. The operations before the reboot update \texttt{len} but not \texttt{buf}. When execution resumes—e.g., from a checkpoint—\texttt{r1} gets the incremented value of \texttt{len} and the code writes a character into \texttt{buf}'s second entry, not its first. Updating \texttt{buf} leaves the data inconsistent: only \texttt{buf}'s second entry contains a, which is impossible in a continuous execution.}
\end{figure}

2.2 \textbf{Intermittence Causes Surprising Failures}

Figure 2 shows how intermittence causes a failure using the example code from Figure 1. The code updating \texttt{len} and \texttt{buf} should not be interrupted, but a reboot occurs after \texttt{len}'s update and before \texttt{buf}'s update. Execution resumes at the previous checkpoint and \texttt{len} is updated again. The timing of the reboot leads to data corruption: \texttt{len} is updated twice, despite only one call to \texttt{append()} in the program. When \texttt{buf} is finally updated using the value of \texttt{len}, its second entry is updated, not its first, as should be the case. Crucially, \textit{the final memory state is impossible in a continuous execution}.

Reasoning only about sequential behaviors explicit in a program does not reveal failures like the one in Figure 2. Even a program that is provably free of buffer overflows can suffer one under intermittent execution. In response to the shortcomings of conventional reasoning, programmers need new models for reasoning about intermittent execution.

2.3 \textbf{Reasoning about Intermittent Execution}

We develop two new models for reasoning about intermittent execution, one framing intermittence as a form of concurrency, the other describing intermittence as control-flow. We later use these
models to address the problems described above. Seen as concurrency, intermittence leads to data races that lead to unintuitive results. Seen as control flow, intermittence introduces new control-flows that are hard to reason about and can cause unintuitive data-flow. Both models assume periodic checkpoints of volatile state.

2.3.1 Modeling Intermittence as Concurrency

We model an intermittent execution as a collection of concurrent execution periods. Each period executes the same code, beginning at the most recent checkpoint. Concurrent periods are scheduled; at first, one period executes and all others unscheduled. A reboots correspond to the executing period being pre-empted and a pre-empting period begins executing. Pre-empted periods never resume. Accesses to nonvolatile memory in pre-empting and pre-empted are concurrent. Figure 3(a) illustrates an intermittent execution as a concurrent execution of execution periods that preempt each other when the execution experiences a reboot.

Concurrent accesses may form data races. A data race is a pair of memory accesses, at least one of which is a write, that are not happens-before ordered [18]. In general, data races can produce unintuitive results [1, 21], and which races are problematic depends on the system’s memory model.

Racing accesses to non-volatile memory in an intermittent execution can be problematic. A race leads to an unintuitive result if a pre-empted execution period modifies a nonvolatile memory location, a pre-empting execution period reads the same location, and the pre-empting period’s read precedes all of its writes to the location. Such a data race incorrectly exposes state modified by the pre-empted execution period to the pre-empting one. Making matters worse, errors compound over time because such unintuitive values are used by subsequent computation.

Figure 3(b) illustrates how a data race between a pre-empted and a pre-empting task can lead to such unintuitive outcomes. The value written to len in the pre-empted task appears in the read of len in the pre-empting task. Section 3.1 elaborates on the inconsistency in this example.

2.3.2 Modeling Intermittence as Control Flow

We model intermittence as control flow, observing that a reboot redirects control from an arbitrary failure point to some prior point. Reboots introduce edges in the control-flow graph (CFG) that are followed on a reboot. A CFG is a graph, $G = (V,E)$, where each node in $V$ represents a static code point and $E$ is the set of explicit control-flow edges in the program.

We extend $G$ to $G' = (V,E,F)$ where $F$ is a set of failure-induced control-flow edges. Each edge $f \in F$ originates at a node

Figure 3: Intermittent execution as concurrent execution. The solid arrow highlights two unintuitive consequences of intermittent execution: (1) the second execution period P2 preempts the first period P1 after P1 completes the write to the nonvolatile variable len, causing a data race with P2’s read of len. (2) Data flows along the solid arrow from P1 to P2, resulting in the read of len receiving a value from a write that is lexically later in the program—which is impossible in a continuous execution.

Figure 4: Intermittent execution as control-flow. (a) The CFG for the program in Figure 1(a) with implicit, failure-induced control-flow edges. Possible checkpoints are dotted boxes. A failure-induced edge begins at each code point and targets each possible checkpoint. (b) The DFG for the CFG in (a) with failure-induced data-flows added.

We extend $G$ to $G' = (V,E,F)$ where $F$ is a set of failure-induced control-flow edges. Each edge $f \in F$ originates at a node

Figure 1: Comparing execution models. (a) The program has nonvolatile variables len and buf; append() modifies both. (b) Continuous execution runs the program to completion. (c) Intermittent execution experiences reboots that return control to the start of main(). (d) Intermittent execution with periodic checkpointing preserves state across reboots and the program makes progress, completing.
A computation is idempotent if it can be repeatedly executed without producing a new result. We say that an execution experiences an idempotence violation when non-idempotent computation is repeatedly executed, producing a new result each time. An intermittent execution manifests an idempotence violation when it executes non-idempotent code, reboots, resumes executing at a checkpoint, and re-executes the non-idempotent code.

DINO is a programming model and an execution model that, together, make intermittently powered systems robust to the problems resulting from frequent interruptions. Programmers place task boundaries in their code. At runtime, dynamic spans of instruction between task boundaries form tasks. DINO’s programming model assigns clear task-atomic semantics to programs to enable simple reasoning—both human and automatic—about data consistency and control flow. DINO’s execution model ensures that tasks are atomic and data are consistent at task boundaries. DINO uses data-flow analysis and compiler-aided task-cost analysis to help programmers place task boundaries in a way that ensures consistency and minimizes overhead.

4.1 Programming Model

DINO’s programming model assumes a C-like base language because such languages predominate in embedded development, though it does not depend on language features that are unique to C. DINO adds several features to the base programming model.

Figure 5 uses our control-flow model of intermittence (Section 2.3.2) to illustrate an idempotence violation in an execution of the code in Figure 1(a). The execution atomically updates len and buf and then experiences a reboot, following a failure-induced control-flow edge to the beginning of append(). The execution updates len and buf a second time. The failure-induced control-flow edge creates a loop around the update, leaving buf and len inconsistent with the execution context, unlike in any continuous execution.
4.1.1 Task Boundaries and Atomic Tasks

DINO adds task-atomic semantics to C’s programming model. The programmer statically defines task boundaries at code points where they expect data consistency. Conceptually, programmers should think of task boundaries like memory fences that are meaningful at compile time, rather than thinking of tasks as statically defined regions that happen to have delimiting boundaries, because task boundaries are defined statically while tasks (paths between task boundaries) are formed dynamically. As with memory fences in concurrent programs, programmers must be careful to include sufficient task boundaries to provide the atomicity and consistency required by their application. Programmers should pay special attention to placing boundaries to cover all possible control-flow paths when an application needs atomicity of control-dependent code regions. Figure 6(a) shows part of an activity recognition (AR) program (§6.1) decorated with task boundaries and slightly modified for illustrative purposes. The figure shows statically placed task boundaries in line with program code. Figure 6(b) shows how a task is dynamically defined, during an execution, as a path from one task boundary to the next. In the figure, one task spans from operation 6 to operation 4 including code on just one side of a branch and the return from upd_stats().

void main(){
  0: s = rd_sensor();
  1: DINO_task();
  2: c = classify(s);
  3: upd_stats(c);
  4: DINO_task();
}

upd_stats(class c){
  1: if (c == CLASS1) {
  2:     c1++;
  3:     DINO_task();
  4:     c2++;
  5:     10:total++;
  11:assert(total==c1+c2);
}

DINO adds task-atomic semantics to C’s programming model. The programmer statically defines task boundaries at code points where they expect data consistency. Conceptually, programmers should think of task boundaries like memory fences that are meaningful at compile time, rather than thinking of tasks as statically defined regions that happen to have delimiting boundaries, because task boundaries are defined statically while tasks (paths between task boundaries) are formed dynamically. As with memory fences in concurrent programs, programmers must be careful to include sufficient task boundaries to provide the atomicity and consistency required by their application. Programmers should pay special attention to placing boundaries to cover all possible control-flow paths when an application needs atomicity of control-dependent code regions. Figure 6(a) shows part of an activity recognition (AR) program (§6.1) decorated with task boundaries and slightly modified for illustrative purposes. The figure shows statically placed task boundaries in line with program code. Figure 6(b) shows how a task is dynamically defined, during an execution, as a path from one task boundary to the next. In the figure, one task spans from operation 6 to operation 4 including code on just one side of a branch and the return from upd_stats().

Each task is a path between boundaries

main()           upd_stats()

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(a) DINO Program

Figure 6: The DINO Programming Model. (a) shows static task boundaries in code. (b) shows tasks formed dynamically from the boundaries in (a). Bold boxes are task boundaries. (c) shows how task boundaries are failure-induced control-flow targets in a control-flow graph (CFG). Bold CFG edges are failure-induced.

Figure 7: The DINO Execution Model. The boxes at the top show an execution from Figure 6. Bold boxes are task boundaries. The tiles at the bottom show how DINO checkpoints and versions data at a task boundary and recovers to a task boundary after a failure.

Task boundaries in DINO have several important aspects. First, operations in a task execute atomically and updates made in a task are isolated until the task completes. Isolation implies that a task sees the values in variables at its initial boundary or the results of its own updates. Atomicity implies that one task’s updates are not visible to other tasks (i.e., after a reboot) until its terminal boundary executes. Second, both volatile and nonvolatile data are guaranteed to be consistent at task boundaries, whose function is analogous to that of synchronization, like memory fences or barriers in conventional concurrent programs. Third, the boundary from which execution will resume after a failure is the last one crossed dynamically before the failure.

DINO’s tasks are akin to transaction regions in TCC [15], which require only that programmers insert transaction boundaries into their code and provides transactional semantics via hardware enhancements, or bulk-sequential chunks as in BulkSC [7]. Unlike TCC and BulkSC, DINO does not require hardware support, making it closer in spirit to software transactional memory (STM), but without the need to statically demarcate regions of code as transactions; DINO instead forms tasks dynamically and protects every instruction with a transaction.

4.2 Execution Model

DINO provides runtime support for checkpointing and data versioning to keep data consistent despite reboots.

Checkpointing. State preservation across reboots is necessary to ensure progress. At every task boundary, a checkpointing mechanism (like that of QuickRecall [16] or Mementos [28]) in the DINO runtime copies the registers and stack to a linker-reserved area in nonvolatile memory. Checkpoints are double buffered so that newly written checkpoints supersedoe prior ones only after being completely written. To protect against failures during checkpointing, the final operation of a checkpoint is to write a canary value that must be intact for a checkpoint to be considered restorable. In contrast to the dynamic checkpointing described above, DINO takes checkpoints only at statically placed explicit task boundaries. Capturing execution context in a nonvolatile checkpoint at each task boundary ensures that volatile data are consistent across reboots.

Data versioning. A mechanism we call data versioning ensures that nonvolatile data remain consistent across reboots. DINO’s execution model ensures that, at task boundaries, nonvolatile data are both internally consistent and consistent with the task boundary’s checkpoint of volatile state. When execution reaches a task boundary, immediately before checkpointing, DINO makes a volatile copy of each nonvolatile variable that is potentially inconsistent—i.e., may be written non-idempotently after a task boundary executes and before another task boundary executes. Any variable with a failure-induced data-flow edge is potentially inconsistent.

Copying nonvolatile variables to volatile memory on the stack ensures that checkpoints include these variables’ values. DINO’s implementation of task boundaries includes corresponding code to restore nonvolatile variables from their checkpointed volatile versions when execution resumes. Section 5.1.1 gives more details on the data-flow analysis that informs versioning decisions. Figure 7 illustrates checkpointing and versioning during an execution with a reboot. The key idea is that data are preserved by DINO when execution passes a task boundary and restored by DINO at that task boundary after a reboot.

4.3 DINO Prevents Consistency Violations

DINO’s versioning and checkpointing prevent atomicity violations and idempotence violations by design. From the perspective of a programmer or program analysis, a task boundary represents a point in the execution with guaranteed data consistency and equivalence to the state of some continuous execution.

Figure 8 shows how DINO prevents an atomicity violation due to intermittent execution. Note that when the failure occurs, mem-
ory is in an *inconsistent* state, but upon resumption DINO restores the consistent state that is equivalent to a continuous execution.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 8:** DINO prevents atomicity violations. (a) shows an execution of the code in Figure 6. Without DINO, the reboot violates atomicity, leaving `total`, `c1`, and `c2` inconsistent. (b) shows how DINO prevents the violation by versioning `c1`, `c2`, and `total` in the pre-empted task. After the reboot DINO restores the versions, isolating the pre-empting task from the incorrect partial update.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 9:** DINO prevents idempotence violations. The figure shows an execution of the program in Figure 1, where a reboot causes writes to `buf` and `len` to erroneously re-execute. Here, DINO versions `buf` and `len` with the checkpoint. After the reboot, DINO restores the versions, eliminating the failure-induced data-flow.

Figure 9 illustrates how DINO’s data versioning prevents an idempotence violation. Note that `buf` and `len` are mutually *consistent* when the reboot occurs. The problem is that when execution resumes, the data together are inconsistent with the checkpointed, volatile execution context (i.e., register state and program counter). Before DINO resumes application code, it restores `buf` and `len` to the consistent values that correspond to a continuous execution.

**Proof sketch:** We sketch a formal proof that DINO is correct. We refer to the non-volatile memory as `NV` and the volatile memory as `V`. `NV` and `V` are consistent at a point in the execution if they are equivalent to `NV` and `V` at that point in a continuous execution. The proof is by induction on the number of failures.

—**Base case:** Before any failures, at a task `T`’s initial boundary, `B`, DINO versions locations in `V` written by writes reachable on any path starting from `B` that does not cross another task boundary, producing `NV_v`. At `B`, DINO also checkpoints `V` to `V'`, `NV` and `V'` are consistent at `B`, with no prior failures. If `T` is interrupted, execution reverts to `B` and DINO restores `NV` from `NV_v` and `V` from `V'`. Thus, after one failure, execution is at `B`, and `NV` and `V` are consistent.

—**Induction case:** Arbitrary, repeated failures of task `T` each revert `NV` to `NV_v` and `V` to `V'` at `B`, which is consistent. When `T` ends, its terminal boundary `B'` is the initial boundary of the next task `T'`.

Upon reaching `B'`, `NV` and `V` are consistent (possibly having been restored at `B`). `B'` is the initial boundary of `T'`, thus DINO captures `NV_v'` to `NV_v` and `V` to `V_v'` at `B'`, which is consistent. Subsequent failures in `T'` revert to `NV_v` and `V_v'` at `B'`, which is consistent. □

### 4.4 DINO Reduces Control- and Data-flow Complexity

DINO uses statically defined task boundaries, addressing the high control-flow complexity of systems that dynamically collect checkpoints. Figure 6 (c) illustrates the CFG for the program in Figure 6 (a). A key advantage of DINO is that the target of each failure-induced control-flow edge is statically known, lowering the CFG’s complexity. With dynamic checkpointing, there is a CFG edge from each point in a program where a reboot can occur to each earlier point in the code that might be a checkpoint. With DINO, there is a CFG edge from each point where a reboot can occur to only those task boundaries that reach that point in the CFG *without first crossing another task boundary*. In Figure 6 (c), there are nine failure-induced CFG edges. We omit the complex, full CFG for a dynamic checkpointing system, which includes 27 failure-induced edges, not including inter-procedural ones.

DINO’s task-atomicity eliminates the failure-induced, non-volatile data-flow suffered by intermittent executions. These edges are eliminated because tasks are atomic and isolated. DINO’s simpler control flow and absence of failure-induced data flow simplifies reasoning about failures.

**Idempotence.** The problem of preventing non-idempotent updates to data structures, as in Figure 9, is distinct from the problem of non-idempotent actions at higher layers. DINO cannot un-launch a rocket or un-toast bread. Programmers must decide whether intermittent power is appropriate for a given use case. With careful placement of task boundaries, DINO can allow for delicate handling of certain regions of code. For example, placing a task boundary immediately after a sensitive operation maximizes the probability that the operation will not repeat, i.e., that DINO can fully save the post-operation state before the next failure.

### 4.5 Feedback on Task Boundary Placement

DINO requires programmers to manually place task boundaries, which makes implicit control flow explicit. It also suggests that programmers think about the *cost* of tasks in two ways: task-boundary overhead and failure-recovery cost. DINO exposes costs with compiler warnings. Task boundaries introduce checkpointing and versioning overheads. The checkpointing overhead increases with the size of the stack. Versioning overhead increases with the size of nonvolatile data accessed in a task. DINO’s compiler emits a warning for each boundary that can be moved to a point of lower cost (e.g., where the stack is smaller).

The second cost dimension is that failures of irrevocable actions such as I/O may be expensive to repair. Making such tasks very short and minimizing unrelated actions minimizes this risk. DINO’s compiler emits a warning when a task includes access to a peripheral register (indicating likely non-idempotent hardware use) and suggests that the programmer try to constrict task boundaries as close as possible around the access. Section 5.1.3 gives details on both cost analyses.

### 5. Architecture and Implementation

DINO implements the design described in Section 4. Its main components are (1) a compiler that analyzes programs and inserts DINO runtime code and (2) a runtime system that directly implements the DINO execution model, including checkpointing, data versioning, and recovery.
5.1 Compiler

The DINO compiler is a series of passes for the LLVM compiler framework [19]. The DINO compiler uses data-flow analysis to identify potentially inconsistent data that must be versioned at a task boundary. It translates programmer-defined task boundaries into calls into the DINO runtime library. Finally, it analyzes task boundary placement and suggests changes to reduce run-time checkpointing cost.

5.1.1 Identifying Potentially Inconsistent Data

The compiler determines, for each task boundary, which potentially inconsistent variables must be versioned to provide consistency upon resumption. It uses an interprocedural context- and flow-sensitive analysis to find these variables. For each nonvolatile store \( S \) to a location \( L \), the analysis searches backward along all control-flow paths until it hits a "most recent" task boundary on each path. Since DINO tasks are \textit{task atomic}, the analysis of each path can stop when it finds a task boundary. Our prototype assumes no nonvolatile accesses before the program’s first task boundary. These task boundaries are points at which execution might resume if a reboot follows \( S \)'s execution. Between each such task boundary \( TB \) and \( S \), the analysis looks for loads from \( L \) that occur before \( S \). If a load from \( L \) precedes the store \( S \), then the analysis has found a failure-induced data flow that would allow the load to observe the value of \( S \). The DINO compiler adds versioning for \( S \) at \( TB \), guaranteeing that the load between \( TB \) and \( S \) will observe the value it had upon entry to \( TB \)—not the value written by \( S \) before the reboot. Figure 7 depicts the addition of versioning.

DINO explores CFG paths that include loop backedges at most once. When DINO encounters a call, its analysis descends into the call and continues exploring paths. Likewise, when DINO reaches the beginning of a function in its backward traversal, it continues along paths through call sites of the function. DINO’s analysis therefore requires access to the full program code. Whole-program analysis is not likely to be problematic because in embedded systems, complete source code is usually available.

5.1.2 Compiling Task Boundaries

The programmer inserts task boundaries as calls to \texttt{DINO_task()} function. Encountering such a call, the DINO compiler first determines the set of nonvolatile variables to version using the analysis in Section 5.1.1. It then replaces the call to \texttt{DINO_task()} with calls into the DINO runtime library that version the relevant nonvolatile state (\texttt{dino_version()} and checkpoint volatile state (\texttt{dino_checkpoint()}). The program is linked to the DINO runtime library that implements these functions (§5.2).

5.1.3 Analyzing Task Cost

In this work, we use two simple heuristics to assess task cost. We leave the development of other heuristics for DINO’s analysis framework for future work. The first heuristic computes the size of the stack DINO must checkpoint. It sums the size of LLVM IR stack allocations (\texttt{alloca} instructions) in the function that contains the task boundary, then compares that sum to the sizes of stack allocations in the function’s callers. If the count in a caller is smaller, then moving the task boundary to the caller would decrease the amount of stack data that needs to be checkpointed. The compiler emits an actionable warning suggesting the programmer move the task boundary into the caller.

The second heuristic estimates the likelihood that a task will experience a reboot because it uses a power-hungry peripheral. The compiler identifies accesses to peripherals, which are statically memory mapped on most embedded systems, by finding memory accesses with peripheral addresses as their arguments. Encounter-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Description &amp; Inconsistency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>NV Data</th>
<th>Loc'</th>
<th>TBs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Classifies accelerometer data; atomicity violation leaves stats inconsistent</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>32x2B counters</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Logs data into histogram sorted by key; atomicity violation loses key’s bin</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>10x4B key/val</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Self-powered MIDI interface; idenpotence violation corrupts buffer</td>
<td>Rotor</td>
<td>45x16 msg. + 48x16 buf</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Overview of embedded systems used for evaluation. Each application works under continuous power but fails under intermittent power without DINO. The table also summarizes nonvolatile data use, lines of code, and number of DINO task boundaries.

5.2 Runtime System

DINO’s runtime system implements the checkpointing and versioning required by its execution model. Static checkpointing uses a version of the checkpointing mechanism from Mementos [28] that we ported to the Wolverine FRAM microcontroller [34]. This mechanism checkpoints the contents of registers and the stack. It does not checkpoint heap data, and it currently checkpoints only global variables that are explicitly tagged by the programmer, but neither limitation is fundamental to our design.

When the program begins in \texttt{main()}, it first executes a call to \texttt{restore_state()} inserted by the DINO compiler. This runtime library function copies the data in the current checkpoint back into the original, corresponding registers and memory locations, saving the program counter, stack pointer, and frame pointer for last. The function copies the versioned nonvolatile variables in the checkpoint back into their original nonvolatile memory locations. After restoring volatile and nonvolatile data, the function restores instruction, stack, and frame pointer registers, redirecting control to the point where DINO collected the checkpoint. From there, execution continues.

5.3 Why not rely on hardware support?

Hardware support could be useful for implementing DINO. Hardware could accelerate checkpointing, provide transactional memory, or aid energy-aware scheduling. We opted not to rely on hardware support for several reasons. First, systems that suffer consistency problems are already widely available [27, 31, 34, 36]. Without special hardware requirements, DINO is applicable to these systems today, as well as to future systems. Second, new hardware features can increase energy requirements when underutilized [13], increase design complexity, and increase device cost. Third, specialized hardware support requiring ISA changes raises new programmability barriers and complicates compiler design [1, 32].

6. Applications

We built three hardware/software embedded systems to evaluate DINO (Table 1). Each runs on a different energy-harvesting front end. All three use nonvolatile data, demand consistency for correctness, and fail or suffer error because of inconsistency under intermittent execution.

6.1 Activity Recognition

We adapted a machine-learning–based activity-recognition (AR) system from published work [17] to run on the intermittently powered WISP hardware platform [31]. The WISP harvests radio-frequency (RF) energy with a dipole PCB antenna that charges a small capacitor via a charge pump. The WISP has an Analog Devices ADXL326z low-power accelerometer connected to an MSP430FR5969 MCU [34] via 4-wire SPI. AR maintains a time
series of three-dimensional accelerometer values and converts them to two features: mean and standard deviation vector magnitude. It uses a variant of a nearest-neighbor classifier (trained with continuous power) to distinguish shaking from resting (akin to tremor or fall detection [11, 20, 29]). AR counts total and per-class classifications in nonvolatile memory. Each experiment collects and classifies samples until the total count of classifications reaches 10,000, then terminates, lighting an LED.

After classifying, AR’s code updates the total and per-class counts. The sequence of operations that updates these counts must execute atomically, or else only one of them will be updated. If the counters fall out of sync, AR makes progress, but its counts are inconsistent. We focus on that invariant of AR’s output: the per-class should sum to the total count and any discrepancy represents error.

6.2 Data Summarizer

We implemented a data-summmarization (DS) application on TI’s TS430RGZ-48C project board with an MSP430FR5969 microcontroller [34]. We connected the board to a Powercast Powerharvester P2110 energy-harvester [27] and a half-wavelength wire antenna, all mounted on a breadboard.

DS summarizes data as a key-value histogram in which each key maps to a frequency value. One function adds a new data sample to the histogram by locating and incrementing the corresponding bin. Another function sorts the histogram by value using insertion sort. Our test harness for DS inserts random values, counting 2000 insertions with a nonvolatile counter and sorting after every 20 insertions. The sorting routine swaps histogram keys using a volatile temporary variable. If a swap is interrupted before the key in the temporary is re-inserted, that key is lost from the histogram, and two bins end up with the same key. The structural invariant for DS, which the test harness checks after each sorting step, is that each key appears exactly once in the histogram. If the check fails, the histogram is in an inconsistent state and DS halts, illuminating an LED to indicate the error state.

6.3 MIDI Interface

We implemented a radial MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface [22]) interface (MI) on TI’s TS430RGZ-48C project board with an MSP430FR5969 microcontroller [34]. We connected the project board to a Peppermill power front end [36] that harvests the mechanical power of a manually rotated DC motor for use by the project board. We drove the Peppermill with a repurposed drill motor. The Peppermill exposes an output pin whose voltage is proportional to the motor’s rotational speed, which we connected to the project board’s analog-to-digital converter.

MI generates batches of MIDI Note On messages with a fixed pitch and a velocity proportional to the motor’s speed. It stores messages in a circular-list data structure and tracks the index of the message being assembled, incrementing the index to store each new message. When all entries are populated, MI copies the messages to a separate memory region, clearing the old messages, and resets the index. A power failure can trigger an idempotence violation that increments the index multiple times, eventually leaving it referring to a nonexistent entry. MI checks that the index is in bounds before using the buffer and aborts with an error LED if it is not. In each experiment, MI generated messages in batches of four and terminated after 10,000 messages.

7. Evaluation

We evaluated DINO using the applications described in Section 6. Our evaluation has several goals. First, we show that DINO keeps data consistent despite intermittence. Second, we show that DINO’s overheads are reasonable, especially given its correctness gains. Third, combining experimental observations and our control-flow model for reasoning about intermittence 2.3, we show that DINO reduces the complexity of reasoning about control flow. Fourth, we show that the our task-cost analysis correctly reports costly tasks.

7.1 DINO Enforces Consistency

The main result of our experiments is that DINO prevents all of the inconsistencies the applications suffer without DINO.

Columns 2–3 of Table 2 show the error AR experiences with and without DINO at 40 cm from RF power (mean of five trials). To provide RF power, we use an Impinj Speedway Revolution R220 commercial RFID reader with a circularly polarized Laird S9028P8CR panel antenna emitting a carrier wave at 30dBm (1 W). AR sees no error with DINO but suffers nearly 7% error without DINO. A Student’s T-test confirms the difference is significant (p < 0.05).

Columns 4–5 of Table 2 show failure data for DS running with and without DINO at 60 cm from RF power. DS does not fail with DINO, but fails in three out of ten trials without DINO. A χ² test confirms the difference in failure rate is significant (p = 0.05). DS experiences no failures with DINO, but about 5.5x as many reboots. The explanation is that DINO’s overheads (§7.2) extend run time, during which the device sees more charges and depletions. DINO keeps data consistent, regardless of the number of reboots.

Columns 9–10 of Table 2 show failure data for MI with and without DINO. MI does not fail with DINO, but fails 100% of the time without DINO, processing just 975 messages on average before failing. MI reveals an important facet of DINO: naively porting code to an intermittent context threatens functionality. With DINO, failure-free porting requires placing just a few task boundaries.

To provide insight into how error accumulates under RF power without DINO, we repeated our experiments with AR at 10, 20, and 30 cm from RF power. AR experienced no error with DINO at any distance. Figure 10 plots the error rate versus distance for AR without DINO, showing that it is non-zero beyond a trivial distance (10 cm) and increases with distance. AR’s error is strongly correlated with distance (R = 99.64). The plot also shows that, as expected, the number of reboots is correlated with distance (R = 93.93). The Friis transmission equation P_r = P_t G_t G_r (λ/4π)^2 describes RF power availability at a distance. The available (analytical, not measured) power fell from 429.5 mW at 10 cm to 26.8 mW at 40 cm, explaining the increased reboots. Frequent reboots explain the error trend: More frequent reboots mean more frequent risk of interrupting sensitive code. Column 3 of Table 2 shows that at 40 cm, AR suffers even more reboots with DINO than with the baseline. Despite the increased number of reboots, DINO keeps data consistent, while the baseline’s errors rise sharply.

7.2 DINO Imposes Reasonable Overheads

There are two main sources of run-time overhead. The first is time spent checkpointing and versioning data. The extra work costs

<p>| Table 2: Failures and Error in AR, DS, and MI. The data count failing (X) and non-failing (✓) trials with and without DINO for MI and for DS at 60 cm, and error at 40 cm for AR. The table also shows reboots and time overhead for AR at 40 cm and DS at 60 cm. Reboots and time overhead are not meaningful for MI, as it is a reactive UI. |
|-------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Config.</th>
<th>Err.</th>
<th>Rbts.</th>
<th>Ovhd.</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>MI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.0x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DINO</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.619</td>
<td>1.8x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>2.7x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cycles and leads to more reboots. The second is the increase in reboots when running on intermittent power. Reboots cost cycles and require restoring data.

We externally timed each of our experiments’ executions with and without DINO. The run time of DS with DINO is 2.7× higher than without DINO. The run time of AR with DINO is 1.8× higher. We omit time overhead for MI because MI is reactive and there is not a clear external notion of time overhead; qualitatively, the interface remained responsive throughout our trials. The number of reboots with DINO is higher by 30% for AR and about 550% higher for DS. There are two take-aways in these data. First, the overheads using DINO are reasonable: the applications fail to run (MI, DS) or suffer error (AR) without DINO. With DINO, they execute correctly and usually, despite the increased number of reboots and greater time overhead.

We also quantified DINO’s storage overhead. DINO uses a checkpointing scheme that incurs a large, fixed 4 KB (2× RAM) storage cost to store checkpoints. DINO shares the statically allocated checkpoint space for versions, so there is no additional non-volatile memory overhead for versioning.

### 7.3 DINO Reduces Control Complexity

DINO simplifies reasoning about failures because it has lower control-flow complexity than a dynamic checkpointing system like Mementos. We implemented a compiler analysis that counts the number of points at which execution may resume after a reboot for each instruction in each test program. For dynamic checkpointing, we treat loop headers and return instructions as potential checkpoint sites, following related work [16, 28]. For each instruction, we count sites reachable backwards, as execution may resume from any prior checkpoint, depending on the system’s dynamic decisions. For DINO, we count the number of task boundaries that are reachable backwards from each instruction without first crossing another task boundary.

Figure 11 shows a CDF of points where execution may resume after a reboot for all instructions in AR, DS, and MI. For DINO, the number of points where execution might resume is small: never more than four and in most cases just two. For dynamic checkpointing like Mementos, the number is much higher, up to nine. For DS, a reboot at a majority of instructions could resume at any of seven or more points. A reboot at 25% of instructions in AR and 20% of instructions in MI could resume at any of six or more points. Dynamic checkpointing has more points because the runtime may or may not take a checkpoint at each potential checkpoint site. The dynamism in this decision means execution could resume at any reachable site, rather than the just the nearest reachable site as with DINO. The more points that are reachable, the more complex the reasoning about the program.

### 7.4 DINO Helps Place Task Boundaries

DINO emits warnings when task boundaries could be easily moved for lower overhead or when tasks include peripheral accesses. To determine the extent to which DINO’s suggestions are actionable and correct, we started with unmodified (non-DINO) application code and scripted the addition of a single task boundary at every possible program location that did not cause a compilation error.

We compiled each instrumented variant with DINO and parsed the compiler’s output for warnings. First, we manually verified the correct presence of warnings for tasks with peripherals in AR, DS, and MI. Second, we characterized DINO’s cost-reduction suggestions. For DS, 32% of variants generated a suggestion. Suggestions garnered a maximum reduction of checkpointed data of 50 bytes—the equivalent of 1.7× the minimum checkpoint size (registers only, empty stack). The minimum savings per task boundary was 2 bytes and the average was 8 bytes. For AR, following the compiler’s suggestions yielded average savings of 6 bytes per task boundary, or 20% of the minimum checkpoint size. Importantly, for both AR and DS, all suggestions were actionable because they concretely described where to move each task boundary. For MI, there were only two suggestions, with a maximum potential savings of 2 bytes to checkpoint, or 7% the minimum checkpoint size. MI’s suggestions were less useful than for the other programs’ because MI uses less stack data than DS and has a shallower call tree than both AR and DS, meaning less potential stack savings.

### 8. Related Work

Consistency despite failures is a cornerstone of reliable computing, but most work assumes continuous power, leaving consistency in intermittent systems unstudied.

Saving state on machines that are not fundamentally failure prone is the focus of Whole-System Persistence [24], which uses capacitance-backed volatile memory to provide flush-on-fail semantics to an entire operating system. DINO provides persistence for arbitrary data on intermittent embedded platforms without additional fault-tolerance hardware.
QuickRecall [16] and Mementos [28] aim to make computational RFIDs (like the energy-harvesting WISP [31]) viable for general-purpose applications. Both dynamically checkpoint volatile data to nonvolatile memory, preserving it across failures. Unlike DINO, neither system addresses inconsistencies in nonvolatile memory. Also, both dynamically decide when to checkpoint, heuristically, at loop backedges and function returns. By contrast, DINO checkpoints at each programmer-defined task boundary. DINO has fewer failure recovery targets (§7.3) and they are explicit in the code.

Idetic [23] checkpoints state in ASICs that operate intermittently. It optimizes checkpoint placement and frequency of checkpointing at run time based on energy conditions. Idetic selectively checkpoints volatile data, whereas DINO selectively versions nonvolatile data. Like DINO, Idetic computes the cost of inserted checkpoint calls. Unlike DINO, Idetic does not target programmable platforms, does not consider nonvolatile state consistency, and suffers high control-flow complexity from dynamic checkpointing decisions.

Other systems have proposed accessible persistence mechanisms for nonvolatile memories, but none target embedded or intermittent systems, and some require hardware support. Mnemosyne [37] is an interface to persistent storage and heap data. It provides persistence keywords for variables and a persistent mmap that treats persistent memory as a block device. For consistency, Mnemosyne uses fences that strictly order memory, as well as transactional semantics that use hardware transactional memory. DINO targets intermittent embedded devices and must operate without OS or hardware support. Intermittence makes failures more common than Mnemosyne was designed to face efficiently. Additionally, DINO exposes a load–store interface to persistent memory rather than exposing it as block storage.

Memory persistence [26] characterizes memory consistency for persistent memory, focusing on allowable consistency relaxations and correctness despite explicit concurrency and failures. Its goals are complementary to DINO’s, but persistence optimizations under intermittence are a second-order concern for DINO which we leave to future work. DINO adds another dimension to memory persistence’s notions of persist epochs and persist barriers, which map well to DINO’s tasks and boundaries: we consider implicit concurrency and frequent failures.

PMFS [12] adds a similar persistent-memory (PM) write barrier and implements a filesystem for block PM. Like persistence, PMFS’s main consistency goal is to order concurrent writes reasonably—orthogonal to our consistency goal of constraining program states to those reachable under continuous execution.

Persistence and PMFS owe their heritage to BPFS [9], which addressed atomicity problems for filesystems on nonvolatile memory. BPFS proposed to add capacitance to DIMMs and write redundantly to ensure the integrity of writes, under the assumption that failures were relatively rare. In contrast, DINO embeds consistency mechanisms in programs and expects these mechanisms to be triggered frequently.

NV-Heaps [8] considers the safety of memory-mapped nonvolatile heaps, focusing on pointer integrity, and provides a programming construct for nonvolatile transactions based on BPFS’s architectural support. DINO’s task atomicity could be implemented atop NV-Heaps’ generational locks, but DINO’s operation is otherwise fundamentally different from heap management, especially since embedded systems generally avoid dynamic allocation. Bridging this gap may be profitable in future work.

Kihl [41] adds nonvolatile cache to the memory hierarchy to speed up persistent memory with in-place updates to large data structures that persist in cache until they are flushed to backing storage. DINO uses comparatively simple transactional mechanisms (tasks) built into programs, not the memory hierarchy, and can therefore analyze programs to determine how to apply versioning to nonvolatile data without hardware modifications.

Venkataraman et al. describe NVRAM consistency challenges from a data structures perspective and design consistent and durable data structures (CDDS) to recover safely from aborted updates to in-NVRAM data structures [35]. They adopt a data versioning approach based on generational numbering. In contrast, DINO applies versioning to data of any kind in a program, rather than designing new data structures, and DINO uses static analysis to automatically identify things that need to be versioned.

DINO traces some of its lineage to the literature on orthogonal persistence (OP) [3], a form of persistence that is meant to be transparent to applications. While one of DINO’s goals is to make run-time failures harmless, it requires the programmer to identify points where consistency is most important, placing DINO’s form of persistence somewhere between that of orthogonal and non-orthogonal persistence.

DINO does not support concurrency, a simplification that allows it to sidestep the challenges that concurrency support poses for orthogonal persistence [2, 5]. Concurrent applications are perhaps a poor match for intermittently powered systems that resemble today’s single-programmed embedded systems.

9. Conclusions and Future Work
Applications that work on continuously powered devices may exhibit surprising failure modes when run on intermittent power because of inconsistencies in nonvolatile memory. As energy harvesting becomes a viable way to power computing platforms with next-generation nonvolatile memory, ensuring data consistency under intermittent power will be crucial. DINO guarantees data consistency, constraining execution to states reachable in continuous execution even when running intermittently. DINO simplifies programming intermittently powered applications by reducing the complexity of reasoning about failures, paving the way for low-power platforms.

DINO lays the basic groundwork that can serve as a basis for future work on a programming and system stack for intermittently executing devices. Future efforts should focus on providing stronger correctness guarantees in applications with mixtures of idempotent and non-idempotent code. Future systems may also benefit from selectively allowing data inconsistency (e.g., by eliding task boundaries) in exchange for reduced run-time overhead. Such future research into DINO-like programming, system, and architecture support for simplifying intermittent devices is the key to bringing their full potential to bear for future applications.
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